“I left a voicemail for the office about why my city of West Hollywood had to redistricted out of the Westside federally. Even parts of hollywood east if me is on the Westside. I should be in Ted lieu’s district not Adam Schiff’s. It takes me 2 hours and two mountains and take 2 buses to get into Burbank, when I could just take 1 and in less than 1 hour get to west la. Please put West Hollywood back with Beverly Hills and Santa Monica and Malibu and West LA and Brentwood which Weho is connected by streets and adjoined instead of having to go over 2 mountains. I wanted to be part of the redistricting decision since I was redistricted 7 years ago in 2014/2015 Jamie Francis Wendell. Even offensively the the federal census puts my residence in The City of LA though I am in the county. I feel I am in a grey zone and I want to be in my prior congressional district and properly put in the county status. Some areas east of me are Westside but I am hollywood and east valley. That makes me annoyed.”